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subscriber on the same circuit, the call being 50
"o all whom, it may concern:
àJ.ºf residing
made and the answering-plug of the opera
Beit known
that I, inJOSEPH.J.
O'CONNELL,
at Chicago,
the county
of Cook tor inserted into the answering switch-socket
of the circuit, in reply with the present
T and State of Illinois, have invented certain means
at her disposal when the operator ap
3 Improvements in Busy-Test Apparatus for
the tip of the test-plug to the ring of 55
== Telephone - Switchboards, of which the fol plies
the switch-socket of the called-for substation

_ owing is a specification.
: The present invention relates to the appli the usual busy-test signal will be heard by
and so far as her means of test
3cation of the common battery or centralized the operator
are concerned the circuit of the desired
C? source of energy in connection with tele. ing
phone-switchboards to party-lines, in which subscriber is busy. a plurality of Substations are located upon My invention addresses itself to the pro
one pair of conductors forming a circuit be vision of means whereby when a call is made
tween said substations and the central sta and the operator proceeds to make the test
tion. Ordinarily such party-lines are pro to ascertain whether the circuit is busy or not,
vided at the answering-section of the switch as referred to, an additional and distinctive 65
board at the central station with a line-sig audible test is produced, which signifies to
mal, a call-answering switch-socket and a call the operator that she is dealing with a party
Connecting switch-socket, and in a multiple line and that although she receives the busy
switchboard with a call-connecting switch on signal common to all circuits yet the supple
each of its sections, and one number is given mental test accompanying the same enables 70
to the party-line on the switchboard. Each her to determine that the circuit is not busy
Substation, however, is individualized in a except in so far as it becomes so by the inser
directory by a prefix to the line-number—as, tion of the plug to answer the call made over
for instance, number 55 circuit having three the line itself. In the particular embodiment
stations thereon are known as 55-2, 55-3, and of the invention, hereinafter described in de-, 75
the means referred to consist, essentially,
55-4, which are all represented as previously tail,
stated by one answering switch-socket and of a relayin a normally open grounded branch.
the connecting switch - sockets. It is now from the listening-key or tip-strand of the
proposed to provide a line-signal and an test-plug of the cord-circuit, which is adapt
answering Switch-socket upon one section of ed to close a special-test circuit, including a 8o
tone or other audible device, through a con- the switchboard and as many connecting denser
to the sleeve-strand of said cord-cir
switch-sockets upon each of the switchboard
cuit
of
the answering-plug when inserted in
sections as there are stations on the party
35 line. For instance, if there are ten stations the answering switch-socket of the calling
party-line circuit and when the tip of the 85
upon a line there will be ten connecting testing-plug
brought into contact with the
switch-sockets, each having an independent correspondingis ring
of the switching-socket,
number which is applied to each station, so
that all the incoming calls from the several all of which I will now proceed to describe,
line stations are answered upon one section and point out in the claims appended hereto.
of the switchboard, while the outgoing calls In the diagram which forms a part of and 90
the specification, L represents a
to the several stations on the line are made illustrates
individual from all the sections. In earry telephone-circuit connecting a central station
ing out this arrangement of supplying a H with the substations S and Sº by means of
45 switch-socket for each subscriber on a party the conductors 1 and 2, which are extended
line it becomes necessary under certain cir beyond the station. Sº to indicate that other 95
cumstances to provide an additional busy stations may be associated therewith. Two
test—as, for instance, when one subscriber stations are, however, sufficient to illustrate
on the circuit wishes to speak with a second the invention, although it is intended to pro
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vide forten stations. At stationsSSºa bridge conductors 36 and 44 and adapted to be
may be completed from point 5 on conductor shunted by the armatures g g” of the super
1 by wires 6 and 8 winding i of induction visory relays D D* of the conductors 35 and
coil I, upper switch-contact 11, hook switch 52, all in a common and usual manner. The
lever S, and transmitter M to point 3 on con call-generator G and the operator's telephone
ductor 2, the call-bell a, being in branch 9, are arranged to be switched in between the
between points 7 and 10, and the receiver t conductors 51 and 52 by the respective keys
in series with the winding i” of the coil and k and K, and as their circuits are in the in
condenser in the short circuit 4, set off from vention they will now be described in detail. 75
I O. the main line between the stop 12 and the The normal circuit from the tip m” of the plug
point 3 on conductor 2. At the central-sta P” extends by way of conductor 51, spring mº
tion end the circuit L is provided with the of call-key k, its inner contact-stop 13 and
answering switch-socket or spring-jack J, and wire 51* to the heel of spring j of the listening
the companion or calling switch-sockets Jº key K, from which the said conductor 51 con
and Jº, each having the terminal switch tinues to the winding i" of the coil I*, and the
springs 16 and 17. The socket Jº represents normal circuit from the ring contact-piece q”
the substation S and the socket Jº the sub of the said plug is by conductor 52, spring l
station. Sº on the section of switchboard indi of the calling-key, its inner stop 19 and wire
cated.
52" to the heel of the second spring h of the
J” and Jº are spring-jacks representing the listening-key and from thence to the winding
stations S and Sº upon a second section of the i" of the said coil. When the springs of the
switchboard, and they may be multiplied to calling-key k are separated from the stops 19
as many sections as the board contains, in a and 13 and brought into contact with their
well-known manner,there being, as previously outer stops r and m, the conductors 51 and 52 90
25 stated, an individual companion or calling are severed, being opened toward the wind
socket for each of the several substations of ings of the induction-coil, and at the same
the circuit. The main conductors 1 and 2 ex time the call-generator connected, as shown,
tend to the contact-stops 21 and 22, respec to the latter stops by the conductors 57 and
tively, of the spring-arms 23 and 24, carried by 58 is brought into the circuit over which the 95

the armature of the cut-off relay R, the for
mer Spring 23 being united by conductor 25 to
the winding of relay A and thence by con
ductor 29 to the source of current B and to
ground E, while the other spring 24 connects
35 by wire 26 directly to earth at E°.
The test-rings 18 of the several switch-sock
ets are joined conductively to one another by
the conductor 20, which extends through the
winding of the cut-off relay Ralso to the earth
connection E”. The line signal-lamp dis, as
usual, in a short or local circuit 30 of battery
B, branching at a point 32 from conductor 2
and leading through said signal d to the ar
mature 65 of the line-relay A, and on the ex
45 citement of said relay and the consequent at
traction of its armature by way of the contact
point or stop 31 and conductor 33 to the other
pole of the battery.
N represents an operator’s cord-circuit, con
taining or closely associated with the char
acteristic features of the invention. It ter
minates in the switch-plugs P Pº, whose re
Spective tip-contacts m, and m” are united
through the conductors 34 and 51 and the part
55 windings tº tº of the induction-coil I*, and
whose ring-contacts g g” are connected to the
windings tº and ", respectively, of the said in
duction-coil I* by the conductors 35 and 52,
while the sleeve contact-pieces of said plugs

b b” are connected by their respective con
38 to the ungrounded pole of the bridged bat
tery B", provided by conductor 37 with the
usual ground connection E°. Supervisory
65 signals f f*, associated with the plugs PP”, re

ductors 36 and 44 and the common conductor

Spectively, are connected in the local-circuit

call is to be sent, (the plug Pº being supposed
to be in a socket of such circuit,) and when
the springs h and j of the listening-key are
brought into connection with their outer stops
o p the telephone tº, being connected on one

I Go

side by conductor 53 to the stop o and on the
other side by the conductor 54, including con
denser cº, to the outer stop p,is placed in shunt
relation to or bridged between the conductors
51 and 52, so that the ordinary busy test may IoS
be made.
To provide effective means for applying the
special and supplementary busy test and for
determining thereby unmistakably that a
party line over which a call has been re I I C
ceived at the central station is otherwise en
gaged or disengaged, as the case may be, there
is provided a conductor 73, extending to earth
E* from a point 59 on the telephone-loop 53
between the condenser cº and the outer con II 5
tact p of key K and a relay Vincluded in said
conductor. There is also a special test-signal
branch circuit 50 arranged between the earth
connection E” and a point 41 on the local cord
conductor 36, associated with the answering I 20
plug P, which branch circuit contains the
condenser C between point 41 and the arma
ture-contact as and the rotary or other tone
test circuit-breaker or continuous interrupter
F and the battery 2 between the earth-ter I 25
minal E" and the fixed relay-contact y, and is
controlled by the relay V, passing thus through
the switch-contacts a y thereof. In the opera
tion of these circuits let it be supposed that
substation. Sº calls the central station by re
moving the receivert from the hook-switch s,
thus closing the main circuit L by establish
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the line. This, however, would occur
ing contact between the switch-lever and its of
upper stop 11. Current from battery B flows whether the line under test were the same line
in the circuit thus completed through relay as that originating the call or another one,

A, conductors 25 and 1, the bridge at the sub
station between point 5 of main conductor 1,
and point 3 on conductor 2, through conduc
tors 6 and 8, the induction-coil winding i,
point 11, switch-lever s, and transmitter M,
main conductor 2, and ground connection E°,
! O and thence to the other pole of the battery at
27 by way of the battery ground connection E.
The line-relay A is excited by the current in
the main circuit and attracting its armature
65 brings the same into contact with the for
ward stop 31, which closes the local circuit of
the line-signal d through the battery B, con
ductor 29, conductor 30, signald, armature 65,
contact-stop 31, and conductor 33, producing
a flow of current therein and illuminating
the lamp d, thereby giving the call-signal. In
response to the signal, which, with the answer
ing switch-socket is upon one section of the
switchboard, the operator inserts the answer
ing-plug P in the answering switch-socket J
25 and the cut-off relay R operates in the cus
tomary manner, the line-signal being cut off
and extinguished as current from battery Bº
circulates in the local circuit extending
through conductors 38 and 36, sleeve of plug
P, conductor 20, relay R, and ground E° to
ground E°. . At the same time current from
said battery goes out over the circuit L by
conductor 35, plug P, and conductor 1 to the
substation, returning by conductors 2 and 34.
35 The operator receives the connection order
in the usual manner, her telephone being
connected with the circuit by the operation of
the listening-key K. She then proceeds to
make the test, and as the calls are made by
giving the number of the subscriber wanted
the operator is not informed whether the per
Son Wanted is upon the same circuit as the
Galling subscriber or upon another circuit, and
therefore if the switch-Socket, Jº of the same
45 line as that which originated the callis found
to bear the number called for the test is made
by touching the tip of the plug Pº to the ring
18 of such socket, the operator’s telephone
being still bridged to the cord-strands. Now
currentis circulating, as previously described,
in the local or cut-off relay circuit,composed of
the conductors 38, 36, and 20, and from ground
E* to ground E°, and a potential differing
from that of the earth is thereby impressed
55 upon the test-rings 18. When, therefore, the
tip of the plug Pº touches the ring 18 of socket
Jº, a readjustment of current takes place, an

impulse flowing through the receiver-loop by
way of plug-tip m”, conductor 51, ringing-key

spring nº, conductor 51", listening-key spring

j, outer contact-stop p thereof, conductor 54,
condenser cº, receiver tº, conductor 53, ring
ing-key contact-stop o, spring h; conductor
52, battery B", and ground E°, producing the
usual click in the said operator's telephone,

and indicating the busy or engaged condition

since the presence of the plug P in the answer
ing-socket of a line, which has called, produces
the conditions underlying the foregoing test
system. The said test, therefore, is insuffi
cient in the case where connection with One
station of a party line is desired by another 75
on the same line, for the reason that the
wanted line would inevitably be reported
busy and therefore inaccessible were such
test alone relied upon. By my invention an
additional and absolute testis provided, show
ing that the busy condition determined is
merely a condition established by the answer
ing of a call on the same circuit as that of the
station wanted and that such busy or en
gaged condition is, under existing circum
stances, to be disregarded. The listening-key
I being as described in its operative position
and the telephone tº thereby switched to the
cord strands, a closed circuit is established
when the tip of plug Pº is touched to the test 90
ring of socket Jº, through conductor 73branch
ing from the telephone loop at point 59 and re
lay V, to earth at E!, and current flowing from
the said test-ring will excite the said relay V,
which will attract its armature and establish 95
contact between the switch-points a, and y.
The tone-test interrupter F and its battery &
are thus brought into connection through
wires 60, 50, and 36 and plug P with all of the
several test-rings of the line whose call has Ioo
been answered by the insertion of plug P, and
which is now being tested by the application
of the tip of plug Pº to the ring 18 of socket
Jº, and since the two plugs belong to the same
cord the musical tone or buzz thus impressed IoS
upon the test-circuit is heard in the receiver.
The operator is thus informed that the called
for subscriber is on the same circuit. With the
calling subscriber and that the connection
may be completed notwithstanding the mani I IO
festation of the ordinary busy test. Accord
ingly she inserts the plug Pº into the con
necting spring-jack Jº, bearing the number of
the substation called for and by means of the
call-generator G calls up, the said substa II5
tion, and when the subscriber there responds
conversation between the calling and called.
substations may be carried on. The mani
festation of the special test to indicate the I 2 O
character of the engaged condition of the
tested line depends altogether upon the fact
that both calling and called substations are
on the same line, and the consequent fact that
the test-ring where the answering-plug is in
serted is in direct connection by conductor 20 I25
with the test-ring of the socket, which is
touched by the tip m” of the companion plug
P” of the same cord.
The invention is of course susceptible of
other embodiments than that herein particu I 30
larly shown and described.
What is claimed is—
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1. The combination with a polystation tele- central station; central - station operator's

phone - line connecting with a plurality of
switch-sockets or jacks at a central station, of
subscribers’ telephonic apparatus commected
With said line and adapted to respond only to
calling-signals sent from the central station,

telephonic apparatus associated with the cord
connection; busy-test signaling means for
giving a busy-test signal when a second tele
phone with which it is desired to connect the
polystation - line is engaged; and signaling
a cord connection for connecting the line means for giving a distinctive audible signal
terminals of one switch-socket or jack with in the central-station operator's telephone
those of another switch-socket or jack at the when both the socket with which answering
i o central station, and signaling means for giv connection is made and that with which call
75
ing a distinctive signal when both the socket ing connection is desired are sockets of the
with which answering connection is made and said polystation-line.
that with which calling connection is desired 6. The combination with a polystation tele
are connected to the polystation-line.
phone-line connecting with a central Station,
15 2. The combination with a polystation tele provided upon the switchboard with an an
phone - line connecting with a plurality of swering-jack, and with connecting-jacks equal
switch-sockets or jacks at a central station, of in number to the substations on the line, each
subscribers’ telephonic apparatus connected jack representing a particular station; of a
with said line and adapted to respond only to cord or linking circuit connection having an
calling-signals sent from the central station, answering-plug and a testing-plug; means for
a cord connection for connecting the line placing usual testing conditions upon the test
terminals of one switch-socket or jack with rings of the connecting-jacks to be manifested
those of another switch-socket or jack at the on the application of the test-plug thereto;
central station, busy-test signaling means for and means for superposing supplementary
25 giving a busy-test signal when a second tele testing conditions upon the said jacks, as set 90
phone with which it is desired to connect the forth.
polystation-line is engaged, and signaling 7. In a telephone-exchange system, the com
means for giving a distinctive signal when bination of a main telephone-circuit, extend
both the socket with which answering connec ing from a plurality of substations to a central
30 tion is made and that with which calling con station; and a switchboard at said central sta
nection is desired are connected to the poly tion to which the said main circuit is connect
station-line.
ed, and on which it is represented by an an
3. The combination with a polystation tele swering switch-socket or jack, and a number
phonic line connecting with a plurality of of connecting or calling switch-sockets one
35 switch-sockets or jacks at a central station, of for each substation; with a special busy-test i OC
a cord connection and its plugs for connect system comprising a normally open test-cir
ing the line-terminals of one switch-socket or cuit formed of the test-rings of the several
jack with those of another switch-socket or switch-sockets of Said main circuit conduct
jack at the central station; and signaling ively united with one another, the answering
means rendered operable upon insertion of a and companion plugs of the same connection IoS
plug of the cord connection into the socket of cord, and their respective associate cord con
a calling polystation-line for giving a dis ductors; and a distinctive or tone signal pro
tinctive signal when the socket with which ducing device contained in said test-circuit;
calling connection is desired belongs also to whereby it may be determined whether the
45 said calling polystation-line.
said main circuit, when tested and found I fo
4. The combination with a polystation tele ‘‘ busy” be engaged merely because of the call
phone - line connecting with a plurality of of one for another of its Own Substations or
switch-sockets or jacks at a central station, of otherwise; substantially as Set forth.
a cord connection for connecting the line 8. In a telephone-exchange system, the com
5.o terminals of one switch-socket or jack with bination of a main telephone-circuit extend I 1.5
those of another switch-socket or jack at the ing from a plurality of substations to a cen
central station; central - station operator's tral station; and an answering jack or switch
telephonic apparatus associated with the cord socket, and a number of connecting or calling
connection; and signaling means for giving a switch-sockets one for each substation, mount
55 distinctive audible signal in the central-sta ed on a switchboard at said central station, I 2 O
tion operator's telephone when both the socket the same being connected with and represent
with which answering connection is made and ing the said main circuit; with a special busy
that with which calling connection is desired test circuit including a tone or distinctive sig
represent the said polystation-line.
nal device, the said test-circuit being nor
5. The combination with a polyStation tele mally open and adapted to be closed for the I 25
phone - line connecting with a plurality of manifestation of said distinctive signal, only
switch-sockets or jacks at a central station, of when the answering switch-plug placed in the
a cord connection for connecting the line answering switch-socket, and the companion
terminals of one switch-socket or jack with plug applied to the test-ring of a connecting
65 those of another switch-socket or jack at the l Socket of said main circuit to test the same
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t;

are members of the same pair, or belong to and upon all the sections with the same num
the same connection-cord; substantially as ber of connecting-jacks as there are stations
On the line, one jack in each section repre
described.
9. The combinationin a telephone-exchange Senting a particular station of a cord or switch
switchboard apparatus, of a main polystation circuit connection having an answering-plug
telephone-circuit connecting with a central and atesting-plug; means associated with said
station; a switchboard apparatus having an cord for placing testing conditions upon the
answering-jack of said main circuit at one connecting - jacks adapted to produce the
section thereof, and a plurality of connect usual simple signal in the operator's receiv 75
ing-jacks of said main circuit equaling in ing-telephone in response to the application
number the number of substations connected of the test-plug thereto; and means for su
supplementary testing conditions
with such main circuit at each section thereof; perposing
and the usual busy-test apparatus adapted upon the said jacks and of producing a dis 80
to manifest a busy-signal when any switch tinctive signal thereby in said receiver, sub
plugisin a socket of the line tested; with aux stantially as set forth.
iliary or supplementary busy-test apparatus 13. The combination in a central telephone
adapted to manifest a distinctive busy signal Switching system, of a polystation main tele
when the switch-pluginserted to produce the phone-line; a switchboard with which the
engaged condition of said polystation-circuit same connects, there being a call-signal de
and the switch-plug applying the test, are the vice and an answering-jack for said line on
two plugs of the same pair, or of the same one section of the switchboard and a plu
connection-cord; substantially as set forth. rality of connecting-jacks equal in number
10. The combination in the switch appa to the number of the substations of said main
ratus of a telephone-exchange, of a main poly line on all sections; and the usual busy-test 90
25 station telephone - subscriber's circuit; a apparatus to determine the engaged or dis
switchboard having an answering-socket for engaged condition of said main line when
said circuit on one side of its sections. and a called for; with an auxiliary or supplemen
plurality of switching or connecting switch tary and distinctive test system comprising
Sockets One for each substation of Said circuit conductively-united test-rings of the several 95
30 on all sections; and the usual and ordinary switch-sockets of said main line, an answer
busy-test system to determine whether such ing switch-plug and a local-circuit conductor
line when called for is at liberty; with means attached thereto and adapted to connect with
for ascertaining when such line called for is the test-ring of the answering switch-socket IOC
reported as being already engaged, whether of said line when said plug is inserted there
35 such engagement is because of the call of one in, a branch conductor extending to earth
for another of its own substations, or other from said local-circuit conductor, a tone or
distinctive signal producing device connect
wise; substantially as set forth.
11. The combination of a polyStation tele ed in said branch conductor, the test-plug
phone-line extending between substations and adapted to have its tip conductor brought IoS
a central-station switchboard and provided into contact with any one of said test-rings,
upon one section of said switchboard with a an operator’s telephone-loop adapted for con
call-signal and answering jack or socket, and nection between said tip conductor and a
upon all sections with the same number of suitable return-conductor, and a relay in an I IO
connecting-sockets that there are substations earth branch from said telephone-loop, con
45 on the line; with a switch-cord or switch-cir trolling the said branch conductor containing
cuit connection having an answering - plug the distinctive-signal-producing device, and
and a testing companion plug; means asso receiving current for its operation through
ciated with the answering-plug for impress said tip conductor from the test-rings of a
ing the usuallyusy-test potentialupon the test line tested, only when such line is busy; sub I15
rings of the several connecting-sockets, and stantially as set forth.
14. The combination -in a telephone - ex
with the test-plug for the manifestation of a | change
system, of a telephone-circuit extend
test-signal due to said potential when said
test-plug is applied to said test-rings; and a ing between a plurality of substations and a . 120
normally open auxiliary test-circuit including switchboard at a central station, the same
55 a distinctive or tone-producing signal device being provided upon one section of said
and adapted to be completed only through switchboard with an answering switch-socket,
both switch-plugs of the same pair or cord, and on each section of said switchboard with
and when the answering-plug is inserted in as many connecting switch -sockets (each
one jack of said polystation-line, and the tip having a test contact) as there are substations I25
of the testing or companion plug applied to on said circuit; a switch-cord or switch-circuit
connection with a call-answering switch-plug
the test-ring of another switch-socket of the at
one end and a companion or testing plug
same line; substantially as set forth.
12. In combination with a multiple-station | at the other; means for manifesting the ordi
telephone-line connecting with a central sta nary busy-test signal when the tip contact
65 tion, provided upon one section of the Switch of the testing-plug of said switch-cord is ap
board with a line-signal and answering-jack, plied to the test contact of said substation
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circuit
switch-sockets
there
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whereof I have signed

".-pius:
º
1s º !. hº to this specification,s in- i.the
º* IC
means as indicated, for two subscribing wit
º.
the substantially simultaneous manifesta. º witnesses, this 24th day of
5 tion of a distinctive busy signal when the

said socket occupying switch-plug and said

testing-plug are respectively the answering
and companion plugs of the same switch-cord.

*A

Witnesses:

JOSEPHI J. O'CONNELL

ARTHUR D. WHEELER
invirºr'? Thompson.”

rºº
j CDE?º
It is hereby certified that in Letters Patent No. 736,002, granted August 11, 1903,
upon the application of Joseph J. O'Connell, of Chicago, Illinois, for an improvement
in “Busy-Test Apparatus for Telephone-switchboards,” an error appears in the printed
specification requiring correction, as follows: In line 27, page 5, the word “side.”
º should be stricken out; and that the said Letters Patent should be read with this
go correction therein that the same may conform to the record of the case in the Patent

# Office.
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Signed and sealed this 25th day of August, A. D., 1903.
[SEAL.]
E. B. MOORE,
Acting Commissioner of Patents.

